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Tossups 
 
1. Friedrich Nietzsche mocked an earlier writer for professing this attitude but playing the flute every day 
after dinner. A “strength”-oriented form of this attitude is described in The Birth of Tragedy, which is 
subtitled for “Hellenism” and this attitude. An Antonio Gramsci aphorism advocates this attitude “of the 
intellect,” and its opposite “of the will.” Concepts like “gratuitous violence” and “natal alienation” are 
adapted from Orlando Patterson’s work in Frank Wilderson’s book on an (*) “afro-” form of this attitude. The 
author of On the Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason is often seen as an exemplar of this attitude 
since he believed life was “blind striving” driven by the Will. For 10 points, Arthur Schopenhauer’s work features 
what attitude of expecting the worst from the world? 
ANSWER: pessimism [or word forms; accept pessimismus; accept Afropessimism; accept pessimism of the 
intellect or pessimism of strength] 
<JB, Philosophy> 
 
2. The speaker of a poem by this author describes a character who “bit an Angle Worm in halves” and ate it 
raw. This author says to “Bait it with the balsam, / Seek it with the saw,” in the poem “Death is like the 
insect.” One of this poet’s speakers imagines “When Butterflies – renounce their ‘drams’” and seraphs that 
“swing their snowy Hats” after calling themself a (*) “Debauchee of Dew” and envisioning “Tankards scooped in 
Pearl.” This author feels “The Stillness in the Room … like the Stillness in the Air” and hears a “Blue – uncertain – 
stumbling Buzz -” before realizing “I could not see to see” in the poem “I heard a Fly buzz – when I died –”. For 10 
points, name this “Belle of Amherst” who wrote the poem “Because I could not stop for Death –”. 
ANSWER: Emily Dickinson [or Emily Elizabeth Dickinson] 
<WG, American Literature> 
 
3. A site in this physical region contains about 15,000 “frescoes” of “Wild Fauna” from the Bubaline period. 
In this region, wavy-line-style ceramics were made by the Kiffians at Gobero prior to the arrival of the 
Tenerian culture during the subpluvial “humid period.” This region’s “aqualithic” hunter-gatherers possibly 
settled its ancient “mega” lakes and decorated the (*) Cave of Swimmers. Centers of rock art in this large region 
include the Tadrart Akakus, Tassili n’Ajjer, the Ennedi Plateau, and the Aïr (“ah-EER”) Mountains. This region and 
a river in its east name a disputed language family whose pastoral speakers domesticated sorghum and watermelon 
and migrated south to become the Acholi, Luo, and Songhai. For 10 points, the Tibesti Mountains north of the Sahel 
sheltered residents of what harsh desert? 
ANSWER: Sahara Desert [or aṣ-Ṣaḥrāʾ al-Kubrā or Aneẓruf Ameqran; accept Deshret; accept Nilo-Saharan 
languages; accept Tibesti Mountains or Tassili n’Ajjer or Aïr Mountains until read; accept the Fezzan or Illizi or 
Hoggar Mountains or Ahaggar or Tanezrouft or Grand Erg Oriental; accept Ténéré until “Tenerian”; prompt on 
Algeria or Chad or Libya or Niger or Egypt; prompt on North Africa or Maghreb] 
<ASub, Other History> 
 
4. Production of this phenomenon was the major scientific disadvantage of the ultimately scuttled Znamya 
project. UNESCO has collaborated with researchers to limit this phenomenon on La Palma in the Canaries, 
while the IDA has recognized efforts to reduce it in Flagstaff, Arizona. Studies on this phenomenon have 
largely focused on the scotopic (“skoh-TOP-ic”) range of mercury vapor and high pressure sodium. Quality 
meters that measure this phenomenon report in magnitudes per square arcsecond, which maps to a (*) naked-
eye limiting magnitude. Production of this phenomenon is a major criticism of the Starlink megaconstellation. This 



phenomenon can be estimated by counting stars inside the Great Square of Pegasus. For 10 points, name this 
anthropogenic phenomenon that impedes astronomical observations and is absent in a dark sky. 
ANSWER: light pollution [accept sky glow or glare; prompt on artificial light] (The Znamya project created large 
mirrors intended to light up the night.) 
<KW, Other Science> 
 
5. In a short story by this author, the narrator falsely claims to Bob Marks that her father stood by and 
watched as her mother burned a 3,000-dollar inheritance in the kitchen stove. This author wrote about 
Sabitha forging love letters supposedly from her father to her housekeeper Johanna, who later marries him. 
In a story by this author, the narrator’s fox-farming father dismisses her as “only a girl” after she opens a 
gate for the (*) horse Flora. A woman created by this author recalls trying to not feel too much for her daughter 
Nichola after a leukemia scare. Between visits to her father in the hospital in a story by this author, Janet watches a 
show at the planetarium. For 10 points, “Boys and Girls” and “The Moons of Jupiter” were written by what 
Canadian short story writer? 
ANSWER: Alice Munro [or Alice Ann Munro or Alice Ann Laidlaw] (The first two stories are “The Progress of 
Love” and “Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, Loveship, Marriage.”) 
<RC, British Literature> 
 
6. George Stockbridge invented a type of these devices used to prevent conductor gallop. Addition of one of 
these devices to the SLS model forms a Burgers material, which can exhibit both creep and permanent 
deformation. A type of these devices works by splitting a resonance peak into two smaller normal modes. 
Viscoelasticity is modeled in circuits that contain (*) springs and these components. These devices can be 
modeled by the addition of a term proportional to negative x-dot to the equation of a harmonic oscillator. One of 
these devices that prevents damage due to wind gusts is found on floor 87 of Taipei 101. For 10 points, name these 
devices that dissipate energy through friction, thereby causing a decay in the amplitude of oscillations. 
ANSWER: dampers [or dashpots; accept (tuned) mass dampers] 
<AF, Physics> 
 
7. The baptism of one of these people names a holiday that is only celebrated in Mali. According to a weak 
but widely quoted hadith, there were 124,000 of these people in history. One of these people was encountered 
in each of the seven stages of the Miʿraj. Weekly supplementary readings called haftarah are taken from a 
section named for this type of person, which is divided into “former” and “latter” parts and forms the second 
part of the Tanakh. In Islam, the (*) Khātim an-Nabiyīn, or the “seal” of these people, was the last to hold this 
role. In Judaism, these people are called nevi’im (“neh-vee-EEM”), and the seven women with this role include 
Miriam. Twelve Minor examples of these people include Haggai and Joel. For 10 points, name these religious 
figures who speak on behalf of God. 
ANSWER: prophets [accept nevi’im or al-ʾAnbiyāʾ before each is read; accept Twelve Minor Prophets; accept 
Baptism of the Prophet; prompt on messengers or rasūl until “seven” is read] 
<AK, Religion> 
 
8. In this state, the dockworker Shelvy Daffron was killed during an 83-day strike in the 1934 Battle of Smith 
Cove. In this state’s largest city, the National Nordic Museum honors Mayor Ole (“OH-luh”) Hanson, who 
decried “domestic Bolshevism” after shipyard workers here led a 1919 general strike. 1933 hunger marches 
reached this state’s capital near the site of the 1854 Treaty of Medicine Creek signed by the Puyallup (“pyoo-
AL-luhp”) and (*) Nisqually peoples and Governor Isaac Stevens. In 1933, Alaskeros unionized in this state with 
Filipino migrants who picked hops and apples in its Yakima (“YAK-uh-maw”) Valley. This is the northernmost of 
three states where lumber loggers led a 1935 strike and later opposed protection for the northern spotted owl nesting 
in its Sitka spruce and coast redwoods. For 10 points, what state suffered the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens? 



ANSWER: Washington [or WA] (The first line refers to an event from the 1934 West Coast waterfront strike. The 
second line is about the Seattle General Strike.) 
<SH, American History> 
 
9. A building in this modern-day country contains a narrow “Door of Sticks” and a “Door of the Lizard,” 
over which hangs a stuffed crocodile. A style of ornate façade developed in this country was named for its 
resemblance to silverware. In a building in this country, a “forest” of about 850 columns made of jasper and 
porphyry support red-and-white striped arches in the central hypostyle hall. In a (*) complex in this country, 
honeycomb vaulting covers the Hall of Two Sisters, whose ornate tile patterns were studied by M.C. Escher. That 
building in this country also contains sebka arches around an alabaster water fountain in its Court of the Lions. For 
10 points, name this country where Renaissance modifications were made to the Alhambra by Ferdinand and 
Isabella. 
ANSWER: Spain [or Kingdom of Spain or Reino de España] (The second line refers to the Fachada de las 
Platerías. The third line is about the Great Mosque of Córdoba.) 
<DC, Other Arts> 
 
10. A researcher in this field often argues against the “veneer theory” that humans are basically amoral, and 
has popularized this field in books partly titled for “the sushi master” and “the atheist.” Observations in this 
field [emphasize] inspired the theory that people can maintain up to 150 stable relationships, Robin Dunbar’s 
namesake “number.” At Emory University, lexigrams called “Yerkish” have been used in this field by Sue 
Savage-Rumbaugh and Frans de Waal. A scholar in this field observed the (*) Kasakela clan’s bloody victory 
in the “Gombe War.” Subjects of this field “in the mist” title a book by a researcher who was murdered in her cabin 
in 1985. Much research in this field has centered on skilled subjects like Kanzi and Koko. For 10 points, identify this 
field of Dian Fossey and Jane Goodall. 
ANSWER: primatology [or word forms; accept any answers about the study of great apes, nonhuman primates, 
gorillas, bonobos, or chimpanzees; prompt on the study of monkeys or simians; prompt on word forms of ethology, 
biology, anthropology, or evolutionary or social psychology; prompt on the study of animals with “what type of 
animals?”] 
<JB, Social Science> 
 
11. In a novel from this non-Uruguayan country, four brothers behead a chicken as payback after a family 
friend reports their fishing at a cursed river to their mother. The “Gong of Four” opposes an organization 
that sells human body parts in a novel that satirizes this country as the “land of the happiest people on 
Earth.” A character from this country who arranges a green card marriage with Cleotilde is called “The 
Zed” by his friends and “Ceiling” by an old girlfriend. After her (*) Princeton fellowship ends, a character from 
this country writes about “The Hot White Ex” and “Professor Hunk” on her blog “Raceteenth” before returning to 
this country and reuniting with her high school flame, Obinze. For 10 points, name this home country of Chigozie 
Obioma and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. 
ANSWER: Nigeria [or Federal Republic of Nigeria] (The novels are Chigozie Obioma’s The Fishermen, Wole 
Soyinka’s Chronicles from the Land of the Happiest People on Earth, and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 
Americanah.) 
<RC, World Literature> 
 
12. Holy figures and ancestors appear to engage in this action in the first three entries of Alphonse Mucha’s 
(“MOO-khah’s”) The Slav Epic. Two men converse while doing this action in The Infinite Recognition. A cat 
with a disturbingly humanoid face watches a man with a triangle over his head perform this action in Paris 
Through the Window. A woman holding a bouquet is (*) kissed by a man doing this action in the painting 
Birthday. In a different artist’s painting, a multitude of men in overcoats and bowler hats perform this action around 
red-roofed buildings. For 10 points, name this action depicted in Marc Chagall’s Over the Town and Magritte’s 
Golconda, which Jesus often does in Ascension scenes. 



ANSWER: levitation [accept floating, flying, hovering, rising, or synonyms; accept falling or dropping or 
synonyms until “Ascension” is read] 
<JF, Visual Arts> 
 
13. During the massive Art Treasures Exhibition held in this city, the conductor Charles Hallé founded his 
namesake orchestra. Workers met at this city’s Free Trade Hall to send a laudatory letter to Abraham 
Lincoln despite suffering from a “famine” of one good. An 1845 book written largely in this city found a four 
times higher disease mortality in urban versus rural areas. The pioneering (*) Bridgewater Canal halved the 
price of coal in this city. Friedrich Engels wrote much of The Condition of the Working Class in England while 
living in this “Cottonopolis.” In this city, eighteen people were killed by a cavalry charge during the 1819 Peterloo 
Massacre. For 10 points, name this original home of The Guardian newspaper, a center of the British Industrial 
Revolution. 
ANSWER: Manchester 
<CS, European History> 
 
14. Popular methods of generating these entities include Metropolis-coupled MCMC methods like 
MRBAYES (“Mr. Bayes”). Negative values of Reich’s F-statistics computed from these entities can be used to 
detect introgression events. Joe Felsenstein showed that bootstrapping can produce the consensus-best of 
these entities by randomly sampling from a matrix containing the magnitude of various characters. The Willi 
Hennig Society controversially claimed that producing these diagrams based on their (*) likelihood was 
philosophically inferior to maximizing their parsimony. Molecular clocks can be used to find concrete dates for 
intersections on these diagrams, which show relationships within a clade. For 10 points, name these diagrams that 
display how species are evolutionarily related to each other. 
ANSWER: phylogenetic trees [or phylogenies; accept cladograms, phylograms, or chronograms; accept 
evolutionary trees before “evolutionarily” and prompt after; prompt on dendrograms, trees, or graphs by asking 
“what do they represent?”; prompt on branches or branch lengths by asking “on what diagrams?”] 
<KW, Biology> 
 
15. The creole cuisine of an island in this body of water includes dishes like rougaille (“roog-EYE”), a tomato 
sauce that is flavored with ginger and thyme. An island in this body of water is the origin of the music genres 
maloya and sega. An island in this body of water names blue and orange-red “Post Office” stamps that are 
among the rarest in the world. An archipelago in this body of water consists primarily of a Granitic island 
group that forms part of the mostly-submerged (*) Mascarene Plateau. The creation of a namesake “British 
Territory” in this body of water involved the expulsion of the Chagossian people. An island in this body of water 
named after Maurice of Nassau contains the largest Chinatown in Africa in its capital, Port Louis. For 10 points, 
name this body of water that contains Réunion and Mauritius. 
ANSWER: Indian Ocean [accept British Indian Ocean Territory] 
<AD, CE/Geo/Other> 
 
16. A play by this author calls for a four-tiered set, with the top floor occupied by three white panels reserved 
for scenes of the dead. In another play by this author, Village (“VEE-lahj”) hands an audience member a 
murdered woman’s knitting needle, and Diouf (“joof”) performs as that woman for a show trial by donning a 
blonde wig. This author specified that white masks should be distributed to the audience if no white 
spectators arrive for a play performed by an (*) all-black cast. In another play by this author, clients of a “house 
of illusions” dress up as a Bishop, Judge, and General to fulfil sexual fantasies. Madame Irma uses her brothel’s 
costumes to pose as the Queen in a public address on that play’s title structure. For 10 points, name this French 
playwright of The Screens, The Blacks, and The Balcony. 
ANSWER: Jean Genet (“zhuh-NAY”) 
<WW, European Literature> 



 
17. A patriot of this ethnicity took inspiration from Bulgaria in his “Paper Ladle” speech after the Congress 
of Berlin. A magnate of this ethnicity was nicknamed “Mr. Five Per Cent” due to his shares in numerous oil 
companies and directed his home empire’s National Bank after the 31 March Incident. A fictional person of 
this ethnicity initially renounces the socialist Henchak Party in favor of the CUP in a historical novel by 
Franz Werfel. (*) Raphael Lemkin coined a term for an event in which this ethnicity was targeted by the Tehcir 
(“teh-JEER”) Law. Musa Dagh was a site of resistance by this ethnicity during a 1915 event that involved their mass 
relocation on the orders of Enver Pasha. For 10 points, the Turkish government has continually denied that it 
targeted Assyrians and what other Christian ethnicity in a genocide? 
ANSWER: Armenians [or Hayer; accept Armenian genocide] 
<CS, World History> 
 
18. A flawed method for describing these systems is a spherical expansion with denominators of rad 2, 
negative rad 3, rad 4, etc. The compressibility of these systems determines whether an exponent describing 
repulsion is roughly 5 or roughly 10. When these systems have two sets of equivalent positions, every point’s 
potential has the same contribution from other points and a sign determined by their (*) Madelung constant. 
The energy needed to assemble these binary systems cannot be directly measured, so Alfred Landé used the 
Coulomb potential times the Born constant to approximate it. Max Born worked with Fritz Haber to show that the 
enthalpy of formation for these systems equals the ionization energy minus electron affinity plus the energy required 
for assembly. For 10 points, name these ordered systems held together by ionic bonds between anions and cations 
like sodium and chloride. 
ANSWER: ionic lattices [or ionic crystals; accept salt crystals or ionic solids; accept lattice energy; prompt on 
solid salts, ionic compounds, or ions by asking “what state are they in?”; prompt on crystals by asking “what kind?”; 
reject "liquid salts" or "ionic liquids"] 
<KW, Chemistry> 
 
19. A piece in this genre begins with the solemn melody “long D, low G, D, long E-flat.” After almost thirty 
measures of staccato eighth-note runs, another piece in this genre reprises its opening theme of “B-flat, up to 
D, down to A, B-flat, low F.” A G minor piece in this genre was often paired with another in D minor and was 
written by Clara Schumann. Because the first three movements of a piece in this genre are closely related by 
key and played (*) attacca subito, they are often perceived as one movement; that piece in this genre contains six 
Slavic dances. Another piece in this genre is nicknamed for its dedication to Rudolf of Austria. Antonín Dvořák’s 
“Dumky” and Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Archduke” are works in––for 10 points––what genre that features a violin, 
cello, and its eponymous keyboard instrument? 
ANSWER: piano trios [prompt on trios or Archduke Trio or Dumky Trio] 
<SL, Auditory Arts> 
 
20. A 2010 Tausczik and Pennebaker article titled for “The Psychological Meaning of” these things 
introduced the LIWC software. Tests like the WTAR or NART present these things to patients with dementia 
to estimate their premorbid intelligence. So-called “non”-examples of these things may be used in the CN Rep 
test to assess a “loop” component of working memory by asking subjects to remember and reproduce them. 
Hart and Risley have posited a (*) “gap” of 30 million of these things between children raised in high- and low-
income families. Along with colors, the Stroop test is named for these things, which it shows in counterintuitive 
colors to cause interference. Patients with Wernicke’s aphasia may produce a “salad” of, for 10 points, what parts of 
language that make up one’s vocabulary? 
ANSWER: words [accept word salad or non-words or names of colors or words with irregular spellings or words 
with irregular pronunciations; prompt on text; prompt on language; prompt on sounds; prompt on morphemes; 
prompt on phonemes; prompt on sentences or similar until “dementia”] 
<EK, Social Science>  



Bonuses 
 
1. A José Enrique Rodó essay titled for this character contrasts him with a [emphasize] different character who 
represents the United States’ moral emptiness, which Latin American society should not develop. For 10 points 
each: 
[10e] Name this spirit whose willing servitude is contrasted with Caliban’s enslavement to Prospero in postcolonial 
analyses of Shakespeare’s The Tempest. 
ANSWER: Ariel 
[10m] This poet’s essay “The Triumph of Caliban” likens the United States and Latin America to Caliban and Ariel. 
“The sea” is “like a vast silvered mirror” in “Symphony in Gray Major,” a poem by this founder of modernismo. 
ANSWER: Rubén Darío [or Félix Rubén García Sarmiento] 
[10h] Roberto Fernández Retamar reversed the Ariel–Caliban contrast by describing Caliban as one of these people. 
A manifesto that asks, “Tupí or not Tupí: that is the question,” is titled for these people. 
ANSWER: cannibals [or word forms; accept Cannibalist Manifesto or Anthropophagic Manifesto or Manifesto 
Antropófago] 
<ASub, World Literature> 
 
2. Some of these organizations coalesced into self-governing states such as the Lánfāng Republic. For 10 points 
each: 
[10h] Name these organizations that financed and supported immigrant plantation workers and miners throughout 
Southeast Asia. The name of these organizations literally translates to “company.” 
ANSWER: kongsi [or gōngsī; accept huìguǎn] 
[10e] Kongsi were established to help laborers who emigrated during this last Imperial Chinese dynasty, including 
those who traveled to the California gold rush. 
ANSWER: Qīng dynasty [or Great Qīng or Dà Qīng, reject “Qín”] 
[10m] Chinese laborers were organized into the similar kangchu system in this modern-day country, where they 
grew gambier and pepper. This is the largest country where Communist guerillas fought an anticolonial civil war 
called “the Emergency.” 
ANSWER: Malaysia [accept British Malaya; accept Malayan Emergency] 
<SL, World History> 
 
3. This general property often defines the second-generation of a reagent, which is more versatile. For 10 points 
each: 
[10h] Give this word that describes compounds like deep eutectic solvents, which have many options for synthesis. 
This word, which is not quite a term of art, indicates that a material can be adjusted to the task at hand via simple 
procedures. 
ANSWER: tunable [or tunability; or tuning; accept tailor-made or tailoring] 
[10m] Expanded gas liquids are tunable alternatives to solvents in this phase, which lacks a liquid–gas interface. 
Carbon dioxide becomes opalescent in this phase. 
ANSWER: supercritical fluids [prompt on critical point] 
[10e] MOFs act as solid examples of these substances because the linker chosen invariably has a proton to donate. 
ANSWER: acids [accept solid acids; accept Brønsted–Lowry acids] 
<KW, Chemistry> 
 
4. Answer the following about the influence of New York-based religious movements on popular music, for 10 
points each. 
[10e] The ‘40s hit “Ac-cent-tchu-ate The Positive” was inspired by Father Divine, the leader of an International 
Mission named for this concept. The Gospel of Luke calls for this concept “on earth” and “good will toward men.” 
ANSWER: peace [accept International Peace Mission] 



[10h] The Wu-Tang Clan’s use of the “Supreme Alphabet” and the word “cypher” derive from this offshoot of the 
Nation of Islam, whose leader Clarence 13X (“thirteen x”) named it after the enlightened portion of the world’s 
population. 
ANSWER: Five-Percent Nation [or the Five Percenters; accept Nation of Gods and Earths or NOGE] 
[10m] As “Dr. York,” the founder of the Nuwaubian Nation worked as a music producer before moving to an 
upstate compound inspired by this country. Kemetic Orthodoxy is another new religious movement inspired by this 
country. 
ANSWER: Egypt [or Arab Republic of Egypt or Jumhūriyyat Miṣr al-ʻArabiyyah] 
<JB, Religion> 
 
5. Royal tumuli were built near Namsan Mountain in this kingdom, whose sumptuary laws permitted its 
noblewomen combs made of antler or ivory and circumscribed the use of sandalwood saddles. For 10 points each: 
[10m] Name this kingdom whose rulers claimed descent from a boy found with a rooster in Gyeongju’s Gyerim 
forest. Nobles were born into top “bone ranks” in this southeastern member of Korea’s Three Kingdoms. 
ANSWER: Silla (“SHIL-lah”) [or Shilla; accept Unified Silla or Later Silla; accept Geunhwahyang] 
[10e] These groups included the Gwangsan Kim fathered by a Silla prince and “eight great” ones in Baekje 
(“BECK-jay”). In Japan, these groups included the noble Taira and Minamoto. 
ANSWER: clans [accept extended family; accept kin groups or uji; or daegajog; or Gōzoku; accept great eight 
families or Daeseongpaljok; accept surnames or last names; prompt on names] 
[10h] Several East Asian clans claimed descent from Chumo the Holy, whose myth is recorded on the granite stele 
of this king of Goguryeo (“KO-goor-yuh”). This “great” conqueror reformed the military to campaign against Gaya 
and Baekje. 
ANSWER: Gwanggaeto (“gwahng-GET-toh”) the Great [or Yeongnak Taewang; or Go Damdeok or Ko Tamdǒk; 
accept Gwanggaeto Stele] 
<AL, Other History> 
 
6. Answer the following about Janet Collins, who is often credited as the ballerina who broke the American ballet 
color barrier, for 10 points each. 
[10e] Collins became the first Black prima ballerina of this New York City opera company housed in the Lincoln 
Center’s complex with her 1951 run of Giuseppe Verdi’s opera Aida. 
ANSWER: Metropolitan Opera 
[10h] Collins started her career with Katherine Dunham and her company––the first Black modern dance company–
–in this city. Gerald Arpino co-founded this city’s most famous ballet company with his partner, a gay dancer who 
renounced his Pashto birthname. 
ANSWER: Chicago, Illinois (That dancer is Robert Joffrey, the co-founder of the Joffrey Ballet.) 
[10m] In her later years, Collins mostly retired from dance, only choreographing occasionally for this pioneering 
Black choreographer’s namesake New York-based dance company. This choreographer was inspired by spirituals 
and the blues to create his ballet Revelations. 
ANSWER: Alvin Ailey Jr. [accept Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater] 
<WJ, Other Arts> 
 
7. A fictional critic in this novel calls a play “deserving of the highest praise” and “a far cry from the agit-prop 
rants” of a character who used to heckle the theater establishment. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name this novel in which the play The Last Amazon of Dahomey is premiered by the polyamorous Black 
author Amma and reviewed by the nonbinary social media influencer Morgan. 
ANSWER: Girl, Woman, Other (by Bernardine Evaristo) 
[10e] Girl, Woman, Other and The Testaments were the first dual winners of this literary prize since 1992. While 
this award was previously limited to Commonwealth writers, it has since expanded to all English language fiction. 
ANSWER: Booker Prize [accept Man Booker Prize or the Booker Prize for Fiction] 



[10m] This novel shared the 1992 Booker with Barry Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger. In this novel, an ex-thief with 
severed thumbs encounters the Sikh soldier Kip and the heavily-burned Almásy (“ALL-mah-shee”) at an Italian 
villa. 
ANSWER: The English Patient (by Michael Ondaatje) 
<RC, British Literature> 
 
8. You have gone vegan. Answer the following about nutrients you need to make sure you eat, for 10 points each. 
[10e] Since you can’t eat fish, you should be sure to eat foods such as walnuts or chia seeds that are high in the 
omega-3 type of these macromolecules. 
ANSWER: fatty acids [accept fats or lipids; accept omega-3 fatty acids] 
[10h] You should probably take supplements of this limiting amino acid for vegans. Otherwise, your walnut eating 
could go to waste, since carnitine synthesized from this essential amino acid is critical to fatty acid metabolism. 
ANSWER: lysine [or Lys; or K] 
[10m] Thanks to the health problems of vegans before you, many plant-based substitutes are fortified with this 
vitamin found overwhelmingly in animal products. Isomerases like methylmalonyl-CoA mutase rely on it as a 
cofactor. 
ANSWER: Vitamin B12 [or cobalamin] 
<ASub, Biology> 
 
9. These entities present their case before the king of the djinn in the 22nd epistle by the Brethren of Purity, a 
mysterious sect of Iranian philosophers. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name these entities that title a seven-volume “book” by Al-Jahiz, which is largely based on a sequence of 
Aristotelian treatises titled for the “parts,” “movements,” and “generation” of these entities. 
ANSWER: animals [accept ḥayawānāt or animalia; accept Book of Animals or Kitāb al-Hayawān; reject more 
specific answers such as “fish” or “turtles”] 
[10m] In the epistle, the case of the animals against the humans is heard at this sort of place, where a gazelle raises a 
boy in a novel by ibn Tufayl. Gaunilo used one of these places in a reductio of Anselm’s ontological argument.  
ANSWER: islands [accept jazīra, jazāʾir, juzur, or insulae] 
[10e] Observing that sheep fear wolves but not dogs, Ibn Sina argued that animals possess an “estimative faculty” in 
a “book” metaphorically titled for this discipline. Ibn Tufayl was influenced by Galen’s writings on this field. 
ANSWER: medicine [or healing; or anatomy; accept The Book of Healing or Kitāb al-Shifāʾ; accept physic but 
reject “physics”] 
<JB, Philosophy> 
 
10. Johann Stamitz led a school of music that heavily influenced the development of this form. For 10 points each: 
[10m] Name this musical genre developed by the Mannheim school, which partly developed from a three-movement 
“Italian” form inspired by operatic overtures. Some early forms of this genre still included a basso continuo. 
ANSWER: symphony 
[10e] The Mannheim school developed many unique motifs, including a rising arpeggio dubbed the “Mannheim 
Rocket” and a type of these musical devices, which, unlike diminuendos, consist of a gradual increase in volume. 
ANSWER: crescendos [or crescendi] 
[10h] This Italian galant-style composer is generally credited with the development of the symphony from its Italian 
overture style to the Classical style, preceding Haydn and Mozart. This composer’s 78 symphonies also drew upon 
earlier trio sonatas and concerti and were highly praised by his contemporaries, such as Johann Christian Bach. 
ANSWER: Giovanni Battista Sammartini 
<SL, Auditory Arts> 
 
11. This brand, which was established in 1818, was contracted to make 12,000 broadcloth uniforms for the Union 
Army, but had to rely on scraps of shoddy recycled wool due to wartime shortages. For 10 points each: 



[10h] Name this brand whose dedicated livery department outfitted historically enslaved service professions like 
coachmen. Lincoln was assassinated while wearing a greatcoat from this brand, which went bankrupt in 2020. 
ANSWER: Brooks Brothers [or Brooks Bros.] 
[10e] This man, who favored Brooks Brothers as New York’s Union quartermaster, went on a Brooks Bros. 
shopping spree as James Garfield’s vice president. This Stalwart improved the navy as president from 1881 to 1885. 
ANSWER: Chester A. Arthur [or Chester Alan Arthur] 
[10m] In 1884, Chester A. Arthur convened an international conference to set this standard, which the Canadian 
railway engineer Sandford Fleming promoted. Airy’s transit circle at the Royal Observatory defined this standard. 
ANSWER: universal time [accept Greenwich Mean Time or GMT or Coordinated Universal Time or UTC; accept 
time zones; accept prime meridian or International Meridian Conference or zero degrees longitude; prompt on 
longitude] 
<NJ, American History> 
 
12. A “shortage 3.0” named for this substance occurred roughly from 2018 through 2021. For 10 points each: 
[10m] Name this substance stored in a US federal reserve near Amarillo, Texas. A Siberian plant built for extracting 
this substance alongside natural gas may allay concerns about acquiring it for use in MRI machines. 
ANSWER: helium [or He, accept specific isotopes like helium-3 or He-3; accept National Helium Reserve or 
Federal Helium Reserve] 
[10h] A more temporary recent helium shortage was due to an embargo of this country, which temporarily shut 
down helium production in Summer 2017. An embargo of this country by several fellow GCC members was lifted 
in early 2021. 
ANSWER: Qatar [or State of Qatar or Dawlat Qaṭar] 
[10e] This country’s helium reserves under the Great Rift Valley are thought to contain over one-third of the world’s 
supply. In 1996, this country’s capital was moved from its largest city, which means “Place of Peace,” to Dodoma. 
ANSWER: Tanzania [or United Republic of Tanzania or Jamhuri ya Muungano wa Tanzania] (Tanzania’s largest 
city is Dar es Salaam.) 
<EK, CE/Geo/Other> 
 
13. Licio Gelli (“jelly”), the leader of this organization, claimed to have been responsible for Juan Perón’s 
repatriation to Argentina in 1973. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name this Italian Masonic Lodge and right-wing secret society that was disbanded in 1982. This organization 
helped plan the Golpe Borghese (“GOAL-pay boar-GAY-zay”) coup and covered up the Bologna massacre. 
ANSWER: Propaganda Due (“DOO-ay”) [or P2] 
[10e] This businessman and media mogul, the longest-serving Italian Prime Minister since World War II, was a 
member of P2 before he ran for office in the mid-nineties and early 2000s. 
ANSWER: Silvio Berlusconi 
[10m] Many theories link P2 to the killing of Roberto Calvi, the chairman of the “Ambrosiano” institution of this 
kind connected to the Holy See. The Institute for the Works of Religion is one of these institutions run by the 
Vatican. 
ANSWER: banks [accept Banco Ambrosiano or Vatican Bank] 
<JI, European History> 
 
14. Stock characters like comic graciosos and older male barba often appear in a form of verse drama developed 
during this period. For 10 points each: 
[10e] Name this period of artistic and literary flourishing in Spain, during which Lope de Vega may have written up 
to 1,800 comedia plays. 
ANSWER: Spanish Golden Age [or Siglo de Oro] 
[10m] In this Spanish Golden Age play, a character wearing animal hides is found in the mountains by Rosaura. Due 
to a prophecy predicting his violent nature, that character in this play was imprisoned by his father, King Basilio. 



ANSWER: Life is a Dream [or La vida es sueño] (by Pedro Calderón de la Barca) 
[10h] This author references Life is a Dream in a novel where Segismundo is trapped under the Statue of Liberty by 
his father, the king of the United States of Banana. 
ANSWER: Giannina Braschi (“BRAH-skee”) 
<RC, European Literature> 
 
15. Recurrent neural nets used in this field are limited by having a state between encoding and decoding. For 10 
points: 
[10m] Name this field in which machine learning of large corpora has largely replaced rule-based parsing of text. 
ANSWER: natural language processing [or NLP; prompt on computational linguistics; prompt on artificial 
intelligence or AI] 
[10e] The major application for NLP is in this task evaluated by the BLEU score and n-gram recall scores. Some 
early models for this task were trained on documents from Quebec, which have both French and English versions. 
ANSWER: machine translation [or word forms, like translating] 
[10h] These state-of-the-art NLP models deprecate old sequential systems by feeding the entirety of their hidden 
state into an attention layer that can even be parallelized. Google’s BERT and Facebook’s RoBERTa are 
implementations of these models that are capable of training on data twice by using the output as the input. 
ANSWER: transformers [accept Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers] 
<SL, Other Science> 
 
16. A particularly desirable form of this good was thought to derive from Mount Pramnos on the island of Icaria. For 
10 points each:  
[10h] Name this good. Odysseus received this good, along with seven talents of gold and a silver mixing bowl, from 
Maron, a priest of Apollo whom he spared when he sacked the city of Ismarus. 
ANSWER: wine [or oinos; or Pramnian wine] 
[10e] Odysseus used Maron’s wine to inebriate this giant, causing him to fall asleep and allowing Odysseus to poke 
out his single eye with a fire-hardened wooden stake. 
ANSWER: Polyphemus [prompt on the Cyclops] 
[10m] After escaping Polyphemus, meeting Aeolus, and fleeing the Laestrygonians, Odysseus’s crew arrived at this 
island, where much of the original expeditionary force was turned to swine by its ruler, a sorceress. 
ANSWER: Aeaea (“ee-EE-uh”) [prompt on Circe’s island] 
<MK, Mythology> 
 
17. This artist’s Resurrection was saved during World War II because the commander tasked with bombarding its 
town had read an essay by Aldous Huxley calling the work “the greatest picture in the world.” For 10 points each:  
[10m] Name this artist from Sansepolcro who also painted the Flagellation of Christ. 
ANSWER: Piero della Francesca [or Piero della Francesca]  
[10h] Upon seeing Piero’s double portrait of these people, art historian Kenneth Clark fell to his knees. Give either 
the names or titles of these [emphasize] two people, a patron of Piero who lost his right eye in a jousting tournament 
and his wife. 
ANSWER: the Duke AND Duchess of Urbino [accept Federico III da Montefeltro or duca di Urbino in place of 
“Duke of Urbino”; accept Battista Sforza or Battista Sforza or duchessa di Urbino in place of “Duchess of 
Urbino” prompt on the rulers of Urbino or the Montefeltros] 
[10e] The Duke of Urbino encouraged Piero della Francesca to continue his explorations of this artistic concept that 
creates an illusion of depth within a flat artwork. 
ANSWER: perspective [accept foreshortening; accept linear perspective or prospettiva lineare] 
<JI, Visual Arts> 
 



18. A utility function for these goods is represented as a straight line, meaning that for almost all prices the optimal 
bundle will be a corner solution. For 10 points each: 
[10e] Name these goods contrasted with perfect complements, which have a positive cross-price elasticity. 
ANSWER: perfect substitutes [or perfect substitutes preferences or perfect substitutes utility or perfect 
substitutes goods] 
[10h] Perfect substitutes are a special case, as rho goes to one, of a functional form with this property, which is 
represented by summing inputs raised to a common parameter rho and then raising the whole sum to one over rho.  
ANSWER: constant elasticity of substitution [or CES, prompt on constant elasticity] 
[10m] This homothetic functional form is a special case of CES preferences as rho approaches zero. Two 
economists name this functional form that is typically represented as the product of inputs raised to alpha and 1-
alpha powers. 
ANSWER: Cobb–Douglas preferences [or Cobb–Douglas utility or Cobb–Douglas production] 
<CS, Social Science> 
 
19. At the conclusion of this story, the narrator tells her husband, “I’ve got out at last, in spite of you and Jane.” For 
10 points each:  
[10m] Name this story whose narrator assumes that her room was once a nursery, due to the bars in her window. The 
narrator of this story convalesces in a colonial mansion due to a “hysterical tendency.” 
ANSWER: “The Yellow Wallpaper” 
[10e] This author, who advocated eugenic feminism with an all-female society where reproduction is “entrusted 
only to the most fit” in her novel Herland, wrote “The Yellow Wallpaper.” 
ANSWER: Charlotte Perkins Gilman [or Charlotte Perkins Stetson] 
[10h] Nella’s children inherit her husband’s prosthetic leg in a story by this author that satirizes eugenics. This 
author wrote a novel about the materialistic flapper Lorelei Lee’s escapades in New York and Europe. 
ANSWER: Anita Loos [or Corinne Anita Loos] (The story is “The Force of Heredity, and Nella.” The novel is 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.) 
<WW, American Literature> 
 
20. Forbidden transitions are typically slower, since they involve a change in this property. For 10 points each: 
[10e] Name this property whose allowed values under coupling are given by the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. This 
property is an intrinsic form of angular momentum possessed by all particles.  
ANSWER: spin [or spin angular momentum; prompt on s] 
[10m] This type of state, corresponding to the s=1 (“s equals one”) group when adding two spin-one-half particles, 
has higher multiplicity than the s=0 (“s equals zero”) state. Uniquely among common molecules, oxygen exists in 
this state, thereby limiting its reactivity. 
ANSWER: triplet state 
[10h] This term refers to a process in which two triplet states convert to a ground state and a further excited state via 
Dexter electron transfer. The physicist Otto Klemperer studied another process with this name, which led to the 
development of ACAR. 
ANSWER: annihilation [or word forms; accept triplet-triplet annihilation; accept angular correlation of 
annihilating radiation; prompt on TTA] 
<AF, Physics> 


